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The Decree on the establishment and regulation of small industrial zones is made 

in accordance with the Resolution of the Council of Ministers of the Republic of Uzbekistan 

of “Small industrial zones regions” according to this law, there are many small industrial zone 

management offices in each region of the country. Under this act, small scale industries have 

the following rights and privileges. A little mechanical zone may be an extraordinarily 

assigned zone with a isolated lawful administration, made to draw in residential and remote 

capital, progressed innovation and administration encounter for the quick socio-industrial 

advancement of the locale. Legitimate substances and citizens (people) are permitted to lock 

in in any financial, budgetary and other exercises on the region of a little mechanical zone, but 

for exercises disallowed by the enactment of the Republic of Uzbekistan. The small industrial 

sears act includes this act and other acts. In cases where the international agreements of the 

Republic of Uzbekistan establish other laws than the laws of the Republic of Uzbekistan 

established for small industrial zones. 

The foundation of such zones is imperative since it underpins and fortifies the 

advancement of unused, competitive businesses and little private ventures, subsequently 

giving business and expanding earnings, as well as making more favorable conditions for 

more effective utilize and improvement of excess generation. Another important aspect is 

that these zones are built in zones with the necessary mechanical and structural 

information. Most importantly, the organization of small industrial zones on the basis of 

vacant facilities is also noteworthy because it allows entrepreneurs to start or expand their 

activities in a short time without building a new building, saving their own funds and state 

budget funds[2]. The Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Uzbekistan put forward the 

idea of connecting one unemployed person to a specific entrepreneur based on the 

principle "Each entrepreneur helps young people". He, in turn, was supported by 

businessmen. It is expected that at least 500,000 additional jobs for boys and girls will be 

created in 2024 alone. Based on the initiative of the head of our state, another project is 

being implemented that serves to implement the life plans of the modern generation. 

These are youth small industrial zones that actively support the implementation of 

promising and innovative projects of talented boys and girls. They start working in all 

cities and districts of the republic. It is noteworthy that Fergana region (11,061), 

Kashkadarya (9,200) and Namangan (7,188) have relatively high labor resources after the 

capital in terms of the number of private enterprises. This raises great hopes for the 

improvement of youth employment in these regions. Commercial banks and "project 

factories" are established in each region, and appropriate proposals and business plans are 

prepared based on the advanced ideas of young people. It is planned to attract 100 million 

dollars to finance projects on preferential terms and low interest rates. 

Material and methods. In the article, the processes related to the influence of small 

industrial zones on socio-economic development are studied through the wide use of logical 

abstraction and systematic analysis methods.  

Results and their discussion. Small industrial areas are determined by the decision of the 

president of the Republic of Uzbekistan. The status and construction time of a small industrial 

zone is determined by the decision to create this industrial zone. The boundaries of small 

industrial areas are determined by the Ministry of Ministers of the Republic of Uzbekistan. 
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Current situation of small industrial areas: 

– elapsed the term indicated in the appointment resolution; 

– if the purpose indicated in the founding resolution is not fulfilled, the purpose will not 

be fulfilled, being extinguished. 

The decision to terminate the ownership of a small industrial zone was taken by the 

President of the Republic of Uzbekistan. Small investment zones are places where special 

economic and financial measures are introduced to stimulate business activity, attract foreign 

investment in key industries and introduce promising technologies. Small production areas 

includeagricultural production areas, agricultural land, commercial areas, industrial areas and 

other areas. The Republic of Uzbekistan guarantees the observance of the rights and 

legitimate interests of legal entities and individuals operating in the Small Industrial Zone[1]. 

Ensures the fulfillment of guarantees and privileges of investors in small industrial 

zones with all the legislation of the Republic of Uzbekistan. Extra ensures and benefits may 

be given by the choice of the president of the Republic of Uzbekistan. Damages, loss of 

profits and moral damages caused by the undue interference of government agencies and 

other bodies or officials in the activities of legal entities and natural persons shall be 

compensated before the courts. The small industrial zone will be developed in accordance 

with the program approved by the Cabinet of Ministers of the republic of Uzbekistan[1]. The 

program for the improvement of little mechanical zones incorporates the creation of 

generation and advertise foundation, the arrangement of a partitioned lawful administration, 

mechanical motivations for the exercises of lawful substances and people. 

The financing of projects for the development of small industrial zones is carried out 

with local resources and money from private and other sources, including international 

projects, from the funds already allocated from the government budget and the social budget. 

Industrial development in the region. Special conditions, fees and taxes in industrial zones, 

and special conditions of entry, exit and residence of citizens, labor relations, financial and 

credit activities, and encouraging the attraction of investments, business and industrial social 

development. You can make a different order. The income (profits) obtained from companies 

and individuals who infringe certain legal systems are collected in accordance with the law. 

Separate custom dispatch methods: 

– cancellation or decrease of traditions obligations on purport and trade of merchandise; 

– abolition or facilitating of non-tariff limitations on sends out or imports; 

– may give for a rearranged strategy for the development of merchandise over the 

traditions border of a little mechanical zone, with the obligatory consideration of merchandise 

within the convention within the endorsed way.  

Isolated traditions strategies on the region of little mechanical zones are given by the 

traditions specialists of the republic of Uzbekistan. There are no special provisions applicable 

to the transport of goods through small industrial areas. A isolated money administration 

gives for the circulation and trade of national and remote monetary forms. The Central Bank 

of the Republic of Uzbekistan determines a separate monetary system regime. 

Participants in economic activities (corporations and individuals) in small industrial 

zones are willing to pay taxes and other obligations determined by law as national and foreign 

entrepreneurs. First of all, local labor resources, as well as people living in other regions of 

the Republic of Uzbekistan and citizens of foreign countries participate in the work in 

enterprises, institutions and organizations of small industrial regions. 

The attraction of workers in small industrial areas is done according to the law. 

Laws, collective agreements (agreements) and individual employment agreements 

(agreements) governing labor relations in small industrial areas. Collective agreements 

and individual labor agreements do not strengthen the status of workers of these 
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institutions, companies and organizations in accordance with the procedures established 

by law, including the agreements of the International Labor Organization that include the 

Republic of Uzbekistan meeting. 

Conclusion. In this law, small industrial sites – production sites and land are leased to 

companies for 10 years. Companies that fully meet the requirements, such as completing 

projects, paying taxes and other obligations, will receive various benefits by paying rent and 

other additional benefits over time. 

It ought to be famous that extraordinary consideration is paid to making the essential 

conditions for businesses in little mechanical zones. Open administrations for members in 

little mechanical zones are given by single centers for the arrangement of open 

administrations to businesses built up in these zones on the rule of "single window". In 

arrange to help business visionaries in trading their items, agent workplaces of the Send out 

Advancement Support for Little Trade and Private Business enterprise will be built up in little 

mechanical zones. In little mechanical zones, all ensures and benefits of speculators given by 

the enactment of the Republic of Uzbekistan should be watched. Other guarantees and 

benefits are provided by Decree of the President of Uzbekistan must be certified or 

subscribed. The little mechanical zone will be created in understanding with the program 

affirmed by the Cabinet of Priests of the Republic of Uzbekistan. Directions on the arrange of 

organization 10 to guarantee the arrange. 

In short:  

– expanding the proficiency of little mechanical zones within the nation;  

– organizing new ones; 

– it is not a problem to get loans and use banking services to improve the functioning of 

small industrial areas; 

– Arrangement of a list of proposition, promising ventures for business people based on 

the consider of showcase necessities and consequence classification. 

Now the development of small industrial zones in the country leads to a significant 

increase in the share of industry in the economy. 
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